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AVOIDING A SHAPE, AND THE SLICE RANK METHOD FOR A
SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS
MASATO MIMURA AND NORIHIDE TOKUSHIGE
Abstract. Fix a vector space over a finite field and a system of linear equations. We
provide estimates, in terms of the dimension of the vector space, of the maximum of the
sizes of subsets of the space that do not admit solutions of the system consisting of more
than one point. That from above is derived by slice rank method of Tao; to obtain one
from below, we define the notion of ‘dominant reductions’ of the system. Furthermore,
by adapting a recent argument of Sauermann, we make an estimation of the maximum
of the sizes of subsets that are ‘W shape’-free, that means, there exist no five distinct
points forming two overlapping parallelograms.
1. Introduction
It is a historical and significant problem in extremal combinatorics to study the maxi-
mum of the sizes of subsets in a finite abelian group G that does not contain a specified
shape, such as a non-degenerate three-term arithmetic progression (hereafter, we abbre-
viate it as a ‘3-AP’). In this paper, we consider that case where G = Fnp , where p is a
prime number. Inspired by the breakthrough by Croot–Lev–Pach [CLP17], Ellenberg–
Gijswijt [EG17] obtained an upper bound of the size of a subset A ⊆ Fnp , p ≥ 3, that is
non-degenerate 3-AP-free, of the form #A ≤ (cp)n. Here c < 1 is a universal constant; see
[BCC+17, Subsection 4.3] for more details on c. A (possibly degenerate) 3-AP (x1, x2, x3)
in this order may be seen as a solution of the linear equation x1 − 2x2 + x3 = 0. In this
paper, extending this framework to that of a (finite) system T of linear equations (with
each equation having zero-sum of the coefficients); more precisely, we study the maximum
of the sizes of A ⊆ Fnp that does not admit a ‘non-trivial’ solution of T . A motivating
example is the system representing 4-APs:
(S4AP)
{
x1 − 2x2 + x3 = 0,
x2 − 2x3 + x4 = 0.
However, as known to experts, at present the slice rank method of Tao [Tao16] does not
provide a non-trivial upper bound in this case. In this paper, we succeed in obtaining non-
trivial bounds for the maximum of the sizes with respect to another system of equations,
whose solution represents an interesting configuration from geometric aspects.
Theorem 1.1 (Avoiding a ‘W shape’, outlined version). Let SW be the following system
of linear equations in 5 variables:
(SW)
{
x1 − x2 − x3 + x4 = 0,
x1 − 2x3 + x5 = 0.
Then, there exist universal constants 0 < c1 < c2 < 1 such that for every prime p ≥ 3,
the following holds: For n ∈ N sufficiently large depending on p, the maximum ex♯W,p(n)
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of subsets A ⊆ Fnp that do not admit a solution (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) of (SW) consisting of
five distinct points satisfies that
(c1p)
n ≤ ex♯W,p(n) ≤ (c2p)n.
For sufficiently large p, we have that 0.5 ≤ c1 < c2 ≤ 0.985; see Theorem B for a more
precise form. Geometrically, the solution (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) of the system (SW) is the
combination shape of a ‘parallelogram (x1, x2, x4, x3)’ and a ‘3-AP (x1, x3, x5)’; it may be
regarded as a ‘W shape’. See figure 1. (In this paper, we will make a distinction between
a system of linear equations with coefficients in Fp and that with coefficients in Z; for this
reason, strictly speaking, we should use SW(p) for the system in Theorem 1.1 instead of
SW. We will do it from the next section. See Section 2 for more details.)
2 4
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Figure 1. An SW(p)-shape
The trivial upper bound of #A above is #Fnp = p
n. The estimate from above in
Theorem 1.1 shows that for a fixed prime p ≥ 3, #A#Fnp tends to 0 exponentially fast as
n→∞.
Note that there are two possible ways to formulate the notion of being ‘non-trivial ’ for
a solution of a system T ; see Definition 2.2 for more details.
• Regard a solution consisting of at least two points as a ‘non-trivial’ one; we say
that A ⊆ Fnp is strongly T -free if A does not admit a non-trivial solution in this
sense.
• Regard a solution consisting of distinct points as a ‘non-trivial’ one; we say that
A ⊆ Fnp is weakly T -free if A does not admit a non-trivial solution in that sense.
Tao’s slice rank method, which reformulates the work of [CLP17] and [EG17], applies to
the problem of bounding the size of strongly T -free sets. However, it is trivial to bound the
size of strongly SW-free sets in Fnp . Indeed, if A ⊆ Fnp admits distinct two points a, b ∈ A,
then (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) = (a, b, a, b, a) is a solution violating strong SW-freeness; it gives
that #A ≤ 1. On the other hand, if we switch from strong freeness to weak freeness, then
it becomes a non-trivial problem to study the maximum of the sizes of SW-free subsets
in Fnp , as Theorem 1.1 indicates. This example exhibits significance of estimating the
maximum of the sizes of weakly T -free subsets in Fnp for a system T ; in this formulation,
the slice rank method does not immediately apply in general. Note that for the system of
(S4AP), strong freeness and weak freeness are equivalent; the difference described above
between these two notions is invisible if we only discuss k-APs.
Quite recently, Sauermann [Sau19] has provided a considerably improved upper bound
of the size of a subset A ⊆ Fnp that is weakly free with respect to the equation in p variables
x1+ x2+ · · ·+ xp = 0 with coefficients in Fp. See Section 6 for more details. The proof of
the upper bound in the assertions in Theorem 1.1 will be established in the following two
steps.
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Step 1. For a system T of linear equations, obtain an upper bound, in the multicolored
version, of the size of strongly T -free set; see Corollary C and Definition 4.2.
Step 2. Adapt the argument of Sauermann and deduce the desired upper bound of the size
of a weakly T -free set from the estimate obtained in Step 1.
There is a difficulty in applying the argument in [Sau19] to the case of our system SW:
When we try to modify one of the key lemmas [Sau19, Lemma 3.1] to our case, Lemma 6.4,
it is impossible to do so in one case. This is exactly the case where the degenerate solution
of (SW) is of the form (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) = (a, b, a, b, a) with a 6= b, which appeared above.
It occurs because of lack of the full symmetry of the coefficients of the system of equations;
it may be seen as a new phenomenon compared with the original case of [Sau19]. See also
Remark 6.6 and Problem 7.2.
The estimate in Step 1 above may be done for a general system of linear equations
(with each equation having zero-sum of the coefficients). The proof of the lower bound
in the assertions of Theorem 1.1 can be extended to a system that admits a sequence of
‘dominant reductions’ that terminates with the empty system of equations in one variable.
The main results in the present paper consist of the following three parts.
(i) [Theorem A and Corollary C] For a system T in r variables of L linear equations
with coefficients in Fp, we define parameters (r1, r2, L), where r1 + r2 = r. We
obtain a non-trivial upper bound of the size of a subset A ⊆ Fnp that is strongly T -
free, provided that the parameters (r1, r2, L) satisfy ‘inequality (⋆)’, which is stated
in Section 2. The proofs here are done by slice rank method.
(ii) [Theorem 2.9, Theorem 5.4 and Theorem D] We define a notion of being dominant
for a system S of linear equations with coefficient in Z. For a system S that admits a
subsystem that is dominant and irreducible (see Definitions 2.8 and 2.3), we provide
a lower bound of the maximum of the sizes of A ⊆ Fnp that is strongly/weakly
S(p)-free. Here, S(p) denotes the system of linear equations with coefficients in Fp
obtained by mod p reduction of S. The proof is inspired by arguments by (Behrend
[Beh46] and) Alon [FP17, Lemma 17, Corollary 18]; it employs strict convexity of
Euclidean norms (namely, that of the unit sphere in Euclidean spaces). Further, we
define a ‘dominant reduction’ (Definition 5.7), which is an operation on systems of
linear equations with coefficients in Z, and generalize the argument above.
(iii) [Theorem B] As an application of (i) (upper bound) and (ii) (lower bound), we
establish Theorem 1.1. We adapt an argument of Sauermann [Sau19] to have an
upper bound of the size of A ⊆ Fnp that is weakly ‘W-shape’-free.
See Section 2 for more details.
2. Main results
Throughout the current paper, let p be a prime number, q be a prime power, and Fq
denote the finite field of order q; we mainly use a prime field Fp. Let N = {1, 2, . . .}. We use
the symbol #A for the size of a finite set A. For k ∈ N, let [k] := {1, 2, . . . , k}. For a prime
p, we call a linear equations with coefficients in Fp simply an Fp-equation; we call that
with coefficients in Z simply a Z-equation. Unless otherwise stated, we use a
(l)
i (∈ Fp) for
coefficients of a system of Fp-equations; we use the symbol b
(l)
i (∈ Z) for those of a system
of Z-equations. Similarly, we use T and S(p) for a system of Fp-equations, S for that of
Z-equations. We only consider systems of finitely many equations. Let e = 2.71828 . . .
denote the base of the natural logarithm.
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The main subject of the present paper is the maximum of the sizes, viewed as a function
on the dimension n, of a subset A ⊆ Fnp that is strongly/weakly T -free. Here T is a system
of L Fp-equations in r variables:
(T )


a
(1)
1 x1 + a
(1)
2 x2 + a
(1)
3 x3 + · · ·+ a(1)r xr = 0,
a
(2)
1 x1 + a
(2)
2 x2 + a
(2)
3 x3 + · · ·+ a(2)r xr = 0,
...
a
(L)
1 x1 + a
(L)
2 x2 + a
(L)
3 x3 + · · · + a(L)r xr = 0.
Here we say that an Fp-equation a1x1 + a2x2 + a3x3 + · · · + arxr = 0 is balanced if∑r
i=1 ai = 0. We say that T is balanced if every equation belonging to T is balanced. We
define the notions of balanced Z-equations/systems of Z-equations in the same manner as
one above. In this paper, we assume that systems of Fp- or Z-equations are balanced.
We will explicitly write this assumption in the statements of theorems, but even in other
parts, we always assume it.
Definition 2.1 (Semishapes and shapes). Let T be a balanced system of Fp-equations.
Let n ∈ N and A1, A2, . . . , Ar ⊆ Fnp .
(1) We say that (x1, x2, . . . , xr) ∈ A1×A2×· · ·×Ar is a T -semishape in A1×A2×· · ·×Ar
if it is a solution to T .
(2) We say that a T -semishape (x1, x2, . . . , xr) is non-degenerate if x1, . . . , xr are distinct.
A non-degenerate T -semishape is called a T -shape.
If A1 = A2 = · · · = Ar = A, then we call a T -(semi)shape in A1 × · · · ×Ar that in A.
For each k ≥ 3, we use the terminology of non-degenerate k-APs in the sense above.
Since the system T is balanced, for (∅ 6=)A ⊆ Fnp and for x ∈ A, (x, x, . . . , x) is always
a T -semishape in A; we call it a singleton semishape.
Definition 2.2 (Strong T -freeness and weak T -freeness). Let T be a balanced system of
Fp-equations. Let n ∈ N.
(1) We say that A ⊆ Fnp is strongly T -free if T -semishapes in A are all singletons. We
define exT (n) ∈ N by
exT (n) := max{#A : A ⊆ Fnp , A is strongly T -free}.
(2) We say that A ⊆ Fnp is weakly T -free if A admits no T -shape. We define ex♯T (n) ∈ N
by
ex♯T (n) := max{#A : A ⊆ Fnp , A is weakly T -free}.
For a balanced system of Z-equations
(S)


b
(1)
1 x1 + b
(1)
2 x2 + b
(1)
3 x3 + · · ·+ b(1)r xr = 0,
b
(2)
1 x1 + b
(2)
2 x2 + b
(2)
3 x3 + · · ·+ b(2)r xr = 0,
...
b
(L)
1 x1 + b
(L)
2 x2 + b
(L)
3 x3 + · · · + b(L)r xr = 0,
we construct, for each prime p, a system S(p) of Fp-equations by mod p reduction of S.
We define exS(n, p) and ex
♯
S(n, p) respectively by
exS(n, p) := exS(p)(n), ex
♯
S(n, p) := ex
♯
S(p)(n).
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As we mentioned in the Introduction, we distinguish Fp-equations and Z-equations.
This is because the dominant property, defined in Definition 2.8, only makes sense for
Z-equations. We use the terminology of solutions, not semishapes, to indicate solutions of
a system of Z-equations.
To explain the results mentioned in (i) in the Introduction, we define the concept of
a multiplicity of a variable in a system of equations. We also need to define irreducible
systems to state the results mentioned in (ii) in the Introduction. To this end we introduce
a hypergraph associated with the system; see also Example 2.5.
Definition 2.3 (Hypergraph associated with T , multiplicities, simple variables). Let (T )
be a balanced system of L Fp-equations in r variables

a
(1)
1 x1 + a
(1)
2 x2 + a
(1)
3 x3 + · · ·+ a(1)r xr = 0,
a
(2)
1 x1 + a
(2)
2 x2 + a
(2)
3 x3 + · · ·+ a(2)r xr = 0,
...
a
(L)
1 x1 + a
(L)
2 x2 + a
(L)
3 x3 + · · · + a(L)r xr = 0.
(1) We define a hypergraph (multi-hypergraph) HT = (J,H) = (JT ,HT ) associated with
T in the following manner: For each l ∈ [L], set an edge el := {i ∈ [r] : a(l)i 6= 0}.
Define the multiset of edges as H = HT = {el : l ∈ [L]}. Set the set of vertices J = JT
as J :=
⋃
l∈[L] el.
(2) We say that the system T is irreducible if the hypergraphHT = (J,H) satisfies J = [r]
and that it is connected. Here we say that HT is connected if for every {i, j} ∈
(
J
2
)
,
there exists a sequence of vertices i = v1, v2, . . . , vk = j such that for each k
′ ∈ [k− 1],
there exists l ∈ [L] with {vk′ , vk′+1} ⊆ el.
(3) Define the multiplicity mi of a variable xi, i ∈ [r], in T by
mi := #{l ∈ [L] : i ∈ el} (= #{l ∈ [L] : a(l)i 6= 0});
in other words, mi is the degree of vertex i ∈ J in the (multi-)hypergraph HT . We
say that a variable xi is simple if mi = 1; otherwise, xi is said to be non-simple.
(4) Define the following two parameters for T :
r1 := #{i ∈ [r] : mi = 1}, r2 := #{i ∈ [r] : mi ≥ 2}.
Namely, r1 is the number of simple variables; r2 is the number of variables with
multuiplicity at least 2.
(5) The maximal multiplicity mT of T is defined as mT := max{mi : i ∈ [r]}; of course,
it is the maximum degree of the (multi-)hypergraph HT .
We usually assume that our balanced system T is in addition irreducible. In that case,
we have that r2 equals the number of non-simple variables, and that r1 + r2 = r.
Remark 2.4. For a system S of Z-equations, we define the hypergraph HS , irreducibility,
the parameters r1 and r2, If a prime is strictly bigger than the maximum of the absolute
values of the coefficients in S, then these give exactly the same pieces of information as
those associated with the system S(p) constructed by mod p reduction.
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Example 2.5. Consider the following system of Z-equations in 9 variables:
(S1)


x1 + x2 − x3 − x4 = 0,
x5 + x6 − 2x7 = 0,
x5 + x7 + x8 − 3x9 = 0,
x4 − 2x5 + x8 = 0.
Then the hypergraph HS1 = (JS1 ,HS1) is the following: JS1 = [9], and HS1 is the
(multi)set {e1, e2, e3, e4}, where e1 = {1, 2, 3, 4}, e2 = {5, 6, 7}, e3 = {5, 7, 8, 9} and
e4 = {4, 5, 8}. The simple variables of S are x1, x2, x3, x6, x9, and the parameters for
S1 are (r1, r2, L,mS1) = (5, 4, 4, 3). (Indeed, 5 ∈ [9] is contained in e2, e3 and e4.) Since
JS1 = [9] and HS1 is connected, S1 is irreducible. However, if we construct a subsystem
consisting of the first, second and third equations,
(S ′1)


x1 + x2 − x3 − x4 = 0,
x5 + x6 − 2x7 = 0,
x5 + x7 + x8 − 3x9 = 0,
then this S ′1 is no longer irreducible. Indeed, despite that JS′1 = [9], the connected compo-
nents of HS′1 consist of {1, 2, 3, 4} and {5, 6, 7, 8, 9}. Hence this system S ′1 may be seen as
the union of two ‘independent’ systems, one is in variables x1, x2, x3, x4, and the other is
in variables x5, x6, x7, x8, x9. Similarly, if we construct another subsystem S ′′1 by picking
up the first, second and fourth equations, then S ′′1 is not irreducible because JS′′1 = [8];
the variable x9 is missing in the subsystem S ′′1 .
These examples indicate that a subsystem of irreducible system is not necessarily ir-
reducible. Hence, although we usually assume that an original system of equations is
irreducible, we may sometimes encounter with subsystems that are not irreducible. More
precisely, in Definition 5.7, we utilize the connected components of HS′ for a subsystem
S ′ of S, which is not irreducible in general.
Theorem A (‘Inequality (⋆)’ and upper bounds of exT (n)). Let p be a prime. Let T be
a balanced and irreducible system of L Fp-equations in r variables. Let r1 and r2 be the
parameters for T defined in Definition 2.3. Assume that the parameters (r1, r2, L) satisfy
the following ‘inequality’
(⋆)
1
2
r1 +
1
e
r2 > L.
Then, there exists cT (p) < 1 such that for all n ∈ N, it holds that
exT (n) ≤ (cT (p) · p)n.
Furthermore, we have that
cT (p) ≤
C˜(r1,r2,L,mT )(p)
p
,
where the constant C˜(r1,r2,L,mT )(p) is defined in Definition 2.6(2) below.
See Proposition 4.1 for more details of the upper bound of exT (n). It may be possible to
improve the coefficient 1
e
in ‘inequality (⋆)’ if mT is bounded from above. However, in the
present paper, we do not perform a further optimization for each mT . For an irreducible
system of a single equation in r variables, we always have that (r1, r2, L) = (r, 0, 1). Hence,
we may see ‘inequality (⋆)’ only after we consider a system of equations.
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The parameters associated with the system (S4AP) in the Introduction, which charac-
terizes a 4-AP, are (r1, r2, L) = (2, 2, 2); unfortunately, they do not fulfill ‘inequality (⋆)’.
However, there exists other systems S of Z-inequalities for which Theorem A provides a
non-trivial upper bound of exS(n, p); some of them appear naturally from a geometric
point of view, For instance, the system (SW) representing a ‘W shape’,{
x1 − x2 − x3 + x4 = 0,
x1 − 2x3 + x5 = 0
is such an example if we switch from exSW(n, p) to ex
♯
SW
(n, p); compare with arguments
in the Introduction.
The following is the definition of the constant C˜(r1,r2,L,m)(d) which appears in Theo-
rem A. See Lemma 3.3 for properties of the constant Λm,α,h, and see Proposition 4.1 for
the background of the constant C˜(r1,r2,L,m)(d).
Definition 2.6 (The constants Λm,α,h and C˜(r1,r2,L,m)(d)). (1) Let m ∈ N, α ∈ R>0 and
h ∈ N. Define a function
Gm,α,h : (0, 1] → R; u 7→ u−αh(1 + u+ u2 + u3 + · · · + umh).
Define Λm,α,h to be the minimum ofGm,α,h over (0, 1]. If α = 0, then define Λm,0,h := 1.
(2) Let r1, r2 ∈ Z≥0 with (r1, r2) 6= (0, 0) and let L,m ∈ N. For d ≥ 2, define the following
constant C˜(r1,r2,L,m)(d) by
C˜(r1,r2,L,m)(d) := inf{max{Λ1,α,d−1,Λm,β,d−1} : r1α+ r2β = L, α ≥ 0, β ≥ 0}.
Remark 2.7. In the literature on the slice rank method, Λ1, 1
k
,p−1 (k ≥ 3) in our paper is
sometimes expressed as Γp,k. In the study of a system of equations, it seems that Λm,α,h
is more suited; this is the reason why we switch the symbol ‘Γ’ to a new symbol ‘Λ’.
Next, we will state the result in point (ii) as in the Introduction. The main result
here, Theorem D, is somewhat technical (which involves ‘dominant reductions’ as in Def-
inition 5.7); hence we only exhibit the most basic case of it in this section. The notion of
being ‘dominant’ for a Z-equation is defined as follows.
Definition 2.8 (Dominant Z-equations). (1) A balanced Z-equation b1x1+b2x2+b3x3+
· · ·+ brxr = 0 is said to be dominant if either of the following is satisfied:
• There exists j ∈ [r] such that bj > 0 and that for all i ∈ [r] \ {j}, bi ≤ 0 holds,
• there exists j ∈ [r] such that bj < 0 and that for all i ∈ [r] \ {j}, bi ≥ 0 holds.
We call the index j above a dominant index, and |bj |(∈ N) the dominant coefficient of
the equation.
(2) We say a balanced system S of Z-equations is dominant if every equation belonging
to S is dominant. For a balanced and dominant system S, we define the dominant
coefficient of S as the maximum of the dominant coefficients of the equations in S.
A dominant index of a dominant equation is uniquely determined unless it is of the
form bxi − bxj = 0, where b ∈ N and {i, j} ∈
([r]
2
)
. An equation of the form above may be
seen as an ‘uninteresting’ dominant equation. However, it might appear in the process of
dominant reductions; compare with Lemma 5.6. The dominant coefficient of a dominant
equation is uniquely determined. A subsystem S ′ of a system S of equations in r variables
is a nonempty subcollection of equations. We say that a subsystem S ′ is irreducible if
S ′, viewed as a system of equations in the original r variables, is irreducible; recall also
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Example 2.5. Note that irreduciblity of a system of Z-equations does not necessarily pass
to a subsystem, while the dominant property does.
Theorem 2.9 (Lower bound of exS(n, p) for S admitting a dominant and irreducible sub-
system). Let S be a balanced system of Z-equations. Assume that there exists a subsystem
S ′ of S that is dominant and irreducible. Fix such an S ′, and let bS′ be the dominant
coefficient of S ′.
Then we have the following for every prime p with p > bS′:“For every ǫ > 0, there exists
n0 = n0(p, ǫ) such that for all n ≥ n0(p, ǫ),
exS(n, p) ≥
(
(1− ǫ)
⌊
p+ bS′ − 1
bS′
⌋)n
holds true.” In particular, if moreover bS′ ≥ 2, then for sufficiently large n depending on
p, we have that
exS(n, p) ≥
(
p
bS′
)n
.
By introducing the operation ‘dominant reduction’ on balanced systems of Z-equations,
we obtain a refinement of Theorem 2.9; see Definition 5.7 and Theorem D for more details.
This operation of dominant reductions appears only after we broaden the framework from
a single equation to a system of equations; compare with Problem 7.1.
Finally, we present the precise form of the upper bound part of the assertions in Theo-
rem 1.1, which is the main part of (iii) as in the Introduction.
Theorem B (Avoiding a ‘W shape’). Let p ≥ 3 be a prime. Let TW,p be the following
system of Fp-equations in 5 variables:
(TW,p)
{
x1 − x2 − x3 + x4 = 0,
x1 − 2x3 + x5 = 0.
In other words, TW,p = SW(p). Then, for every p ≥ 3, there exists CW(p) < p such that
for every n ∈ N, it holds that
ex♯TW,p(n) ≤ 7
(√
CW(p) · p
)n
.
Furthermore, we may have that CW(p) = C˜(3,2,2,2)(p), namely,
CW(p) = inf{max{Λ1,α,p−1,Λ2,β,p−1} : 3α+ 2β = 2, α ≥ 0, β ≥ 0}.
The constant CW(p) above satisfies for sufficiently large p,
CW(p) < 0.97p (< (0.985)
2p);
see Remark 4.3. The conclusion of Theorem B is rephrased in terms of the system SW of
Z-equations as
ex♯SW(n, p) ≤ 7
(√
CW(p) · p
)n
.
On the lower bound of ex♯SW(n, p), see Remark 5.5.
Organization of the present paper: Section 3 is for preliminaries on the slice rank
method. In Section 4, we prove Theorem A by showing a precise version of the expression
of the upper bound, which appears in Proposition 4.1. We verify the multicolored version,
Corollary C, of Theorem A; it will be employed in the proof of Theorem B. In Section 5, we
first prove Theorem 2.9. Then we proceed to the formulation of dominant reductions, and
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generalize Theorem 2.9 to Theorem D. Section 6 is devoted to the proofs of Theorem B
and Theorem 1.1. In Section 7, we propose two further problems.
3. Preliminaries on the slice rank method
Here we briefly recall basics on the slice rank method; see [Tao16] and [BCC+17] for
more details. In his blog post, Tao [Tao16] introduced the notion of slice ranks as a
generalization of that of tensor ranks. In this section, let F be a field and X be a non-
empty finite set. Let r ∈ N.
Definition 3.1 (Slice rank, [Tao16]). (1) A function g : Xr → F is called a slice function
if there exists an index i ∈ [r] such that the function g is factorized as g(x1, . . . , xr)=
g1(xi)g2(x1, x2, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xr), as the product of a one-variable function and a
function in the rest (r − 1) variables.
(2) The slice rank sr(f) of a function f : Xr → F is the minimum of R over all expressions
f =
∑R
k=1 gk of f as the sum of slice functions g1, g2, . . . , gR.
The tensor rank of f above is the minimum of R over all expressions of f as the
sum of functions g1, . . . , gR of the from gi = gi,1(x1)gi,2(x2) · · · gi,r(xr). It is not too
difficult to verify that sr(f) ≤ #X in general; see [Tao16] and [BCC+17, Subsection 4.1].
Note that the slice rank is subadditive, that means for f1, f2 : X
r → F , it holds that
sr(f1 + f2) ≤ sr(f1) + sr(f2).
The following proposition explains utility of the slice rank; this is a special case of
[Tao16, Lemma 1].
Proposition 3.2 ([Tao16]). Assume that f : Xr → F satisfies the condition
(∗) f(x1, x2, . . . , xr) 6= 0 ⇐⇒ x1 = x2 = · · · = xr.
Then we have that sr(f) = #X.
Proof. See [Tao16, Lemma 1] or [BCC+17, Lemma 4.7]. 
Recall from Definition 2.6 the definition of Λm,α,h.
Lemma 3.3. Let n ∈ N. Let m ∈ N, α ∈ R≥0 and h ∈ N. Define the set of indices by
Θm,α,h(n) := {(θ1, θ2, . . . , θn) ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,mh}n : θ1 + θ2 + · · ·+ θn ≤ αhn}.
Then we have that #Θm,α,h(n) ≤ (Λm,α,h)n.
Proof. If α = 0, then the inequality holds trivially because 1 ≤ 1. In what follows, we
assume that α > 0.
Given an n-tuple (θ1, θ2, . . . , θn) as above, we set for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,mh}, ji := #{l ∈
[n] : θl = i}. Then there is a one-to-one correpsondence between an (mh + 1)-tuple
(j0, j1, . . . , jmh) of non-negative integers with the following two conditions{
j0 + j1 + j2 + j3 + · · · + jmh = n,
j1 + 2j2 + 3j3 + · · ·+ (mh)jm ≤ αhn,
and a multiset {θ1, θ2, . . . , θn}, where we care the multiplicities, but we do not take the
orders into account. This correspondence provides us with the following equality which
involves multinomial coefficients:
#Θm,α,h(n) =
∑
(j0,j1,...,jmh)
(
n
j0, j1, . . . , jmh
)
.
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Here, in the sum on the right-hand side of the equality above, (j0, . . . , jmh) runs over all
tuple of non-negative integers satisfying the two conditions above. We write Jm,α,h(n) for
the set of all tuples of non-negative integers (j0, . . . , jmh) fulfilling these two conditions.
For u ∈ (0, 1], we have that
(Gm,α,h(u))
n = u−αhn(1 + u+ u2 + · · ·+ umh)n
=
∑
(j0,...,jmh)
(
n
j0, j1, . . . , jmh
)
uj1+2j2+···+(mh)jmh−αhn.
Here in the sum on the very below side of the equalities above, the indices run over all
non-negative integers with j0 + j1 + · · · + jmh = n. By removing indices with j1 + 2j2 +
3j3 + · · ·+ (mh)jmh > αhn from the sum above, we obtain that
(Gm,α,h(u))
n ≥
∑
(j0,...,jmh)∈Jm,α,h(n)
(
n
j0, j1, . . . , jmh
)
uj1+2j2+···+(mh)jmh−αhn.
Since u ∈ (0, 1], for each term in the sum on the right-hand side of the inequality above,
it holds that uj1+2j2+···+(mh)jmh−αhn ≥ 1. Therefore, we have that for every u ∈ (0, 1],
(Gm,α,h(u))
n ≥
∑
(j0,...,jmh)∈Jm,α,h(n)
(
n
j0, j1, . . . , jmh
)
= #Θm,α,h(n).
We obtain the conclusion by taking the minimum of Gm,α,h(u) over u ∈ (0, 1]. 
The following lemma is the background of ‘inequality (⋆)’, which appears in Theorem A.
Lemma 3.4 (Comparison between Λm,α,d−1 and d). Let d ≥ 2 be an integer.
(1) Let α ∈ (0, 12). Then, we have
Λ1,α,d−1
d
< 1.
Furthermore, 1
d
Λ1,α,d−1 is decreasing in d ≥ 2.
(2) Let β ∈ (0, 1
e
]. Then, for every m ∈ N, there exists d0(m,β) ≥ 2 such that for every
d ≥ d0(m,β), we have that
Λm,β,d−1
d
< βe
(
1− 1
2
e
−m
β
)
(< 1).
Proof. The former assertion of (1) follows from G1,α,d−1(1) = d and from G
′
1,α,d−1(1) > 0
if α ∈ (0, 12). The latter assertion of (1) is non-trivial, and showed in [BCC+17, Proposi-
tion 4.12]. (There, an expression of limd→∞(
1
d
Λ1,α,d−1) is moreover given.)
Next, we will prove (2). By definition, for every u ∈ (0, 1),
Λm,β,d−1
d
≤ 1
d
Gm,β,d−1(u)
=
1
d(1− u)u
−βd(1− um(d−1)+1)
<
1
d(1− u)u
−βd(1− umd).
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For d > 1
β
, substitute u = uβ,d := 1− 1βd ∈ (0, 1). Then we obtain that
Λm,β,d−1
d
≤ βu−βdβ,d (1− umdβ,d).
As d→∞, the right-hand side of the inequality above converges to βe(1−e−mβ ). Therefore,
if β ∈ (0, 1
e
], then for sufficiently large d (depending on m and β), we have that
Λm,β,d−1
d
< βe
(
1− 1
2
e
−m
β
)
(< 1).

4. Proof of Theorem A
First we prove the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1 (Expression of the upper bound in Theorem A). Let p be a prime.
Consider a balanced and irreducible system (T ) of L Fp-equations in r variables:

a
(1)
1 x1 + a
(1)
2 x2 + a
(1)
3 x3 + · · ·+ a(1)r xr = 0,
a
(2)
1 x1 + a
(2)
2 x2 + a
(2)
3 x3 + · · ·+ a(2)r xr = 0,
...
a
(L)
1 x1 + a
(L)
2 x2 + a
(L)
3 x3 + · · · + a(L)r xr = 0.
Let m1,m2, . . . ,mr be, respectively, the multiplicities of x1, x2, . . . , xr. Then for every r-
tuple of real numbers (α1, α2, . . . , αr) satisfying α1 + α2 + · · · + αr = L and αi ≥ 0 for
i ∈ [r], we have the following estimate for every n ∈ N:
exT (n) ≤
r∑
i=1
(Λmi,αi,p−1)
n.
Proof. Fix an r-tuple (α1, α2, . . . , αr) as above. Assume that A ⊆ Fnp is strongly T -free.
Define a polynomial f : Ar → Fp by
f(x1, . . . , xr) :=
L∏
l=1
(
n∏
k=1
(
1− (a(l)1 x1,k + a(l)2 x2,k + · · ·+ a(l)r xr,k)p−1
))
.
Here, for every i ∈ [r], we express xi ∈ Fnp as xi = (xi,1, xi,2, . . . , xi,n). We claim that this
polynomial f fulfills condition (∗) as in Proposition 3.2. Indeed, first note that for a ∈ Fp,
ap−1 =
{
1, if a 6= 0,
0, if a = 0.
Then combine it with strong T -freeness of A; it follows that
f(x1, x2, . . . , xr) =
{
1, if x1 = x2 = · · · = xr,
0, otherwise.
Therefore, Proposition 3.2 implies that #A = sr(f). Now we proceed to bounding sr(f)
from above. In the definition of f , expand the product. Then f may be written as the
sum of scalar multiples of monomials of the following form:
x
θ1,1
1,1 · · · xθ1,n1,n xθ2,12,1 · · · xθ2,n2,n · · · xθr,1r,1 · · · xθr,nr,n .
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Here, for each i ∈ [r], setting θ(i) :=∑nk=1 θi,k, we have that the sequence of non-negative
integers (θi,k)i∈[r], k∈[n] satisfies that
θi,k ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,mi(p − 1)}, and
r∑
i=1
θ(i) = L(p− 1)n.
Since α1 + α2 + · · · + αr = L, for each monomial above, there exists at least one i ∈ [r]
that satisfies θ(i) ≤ αi(p − 1)n. For each monomial, we choose the smallest index i ∈ [r]
with the property above. For i ∈ [r], let fi be the sum of monomials with coefficients
whose index, determined in the manner above, equals i. (Here we regard the empty
sum as 0, if it appears.) Since f =
∑r
i=1 fi, subadditivity of the slice rank implies that
sr(f) ≤∑ri=1 sr(fi).
Note that for each i ∈ [r], fi may be written as the sum of the form
fi(x1, x2, . . . , xr) =
∑
θ=(θi,1,...,θi,n)∈Θmi,αi,p−1
fθ(xi)gθ(x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xr),
where Θm,α,h is the set of indices defined in Lemma 3.3; Lemma 3.3 shows that sr(fi) ≤
(Λmi,αi,p−1)
n. Therefore,
#A(= sr(f)) ≤
r∑
i=1
(Λmi,αi,p−1)
n,
as desired. 
Proof of Theorem A. First, given a system T , define
CT (p) := inf
{
max
i∈[r]
Λmi,αi,p−1 :
r∑
i=1
αi = L, αi ≥ 0
}
.
Then, Proposition 4.1 implies that exT (n) ≤ r(CT (p))n. The direct product construction
shows that for n, n′ ∈ N, in general, exT (n+ n′) ≥ exT (n) · exT (n′). Hence the inequality
above, in fact, shows that
exT (n) ≤ (CT (p))n;
this argument is sometimes called a ‘power trick ’. For m ≥ m′, it holds that Λm,α,h ≥
Λm′,α,h. Hence by replacing mi with mT if mi ≥ 2, we have that CT (p) ≤ C˜(r1,r2,L,mT )(p).
Finally, we make a comparison between C˜(r1,r2,L,mT )(p) and p. Now assume that the
parameters (r1, r2, L) satisfy ‘inequality (⋆)’. Then we claim that there exists a constant
c˜(r1,r2,L,mT ) < 1, not depending on p, such that for sufficiently large p, we have that
C˜(r1,r2,L,mT )(p)
p
< c˜(r1,r2,L,mT ).
Indeed, by ‘inequality (⋆)’, there exist α < 12 and β <
1
e
with r1α+ r2β = L. Fix such a
pair (α, β). Then, Lemma 3.4 implies that
• for every p ≥ 3, 1
p
Λ1,α,p−1 ≤ 13Λ1,α,2 < 1,
• for sufficiently large p, 1
p
ΛmT ,β,p−1 < βe(< 1).
What remains is treatment of the case where p is small. Here we employ a variant of
‘tensor power trick ’ on finite fields. For such a small p, take N ∈ N sufficiently large such
that the inequality in the second item above is valid if we replace p with q := pN . Note
that there is an upper bound for such an N because p ≥ 2. Consider the finite field Fq
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and consider T as a system of Fq-equations via standard embedding Fp ⊆ Fq. We write
Tq for this system. Replace the power (p − 1) with the power (q − 1) in the construction
of the polynomial f in the proof of Proposition 4.1. Then, the slice rank method works as
well for Tq and it provides that
exTq(n) ≤ (C˜(r1,r2,L,mT )(q))n.
Now observe that all coefficients of the system Tq are in Fp and that as Fp-vector space,
Fq ≃ (Fp)N . It then follows that exTq (n) = exT (nN)(≥ (exT (n))N ). Therefore, by setting
cT (p) :=
1
p
(
C˜(r1,r2,L,mT )(q)
) 1
N
, we have the assertion even for small p. 
We, furthermore, extend Theorem A to the ‘multicolored version’. To state it, we
provide the following definition; see [BCC+17, Definition 3.1] for more details.
Definition 4.2 (Multicolored T -free sets). Let T be a balanced system of Fp-equations
in r variables. For fixed X1, . . . ,Xr ⊆ Fnp with #X1 = · · · = #Xr = s ∈ N, we say that an
r-dimensional perfect matching M ⊆ X1 × · · · ×Xr is an r-colored T -free set if for every
x = (x1, . . . , xr) ∈ X1 × · · · ×Xr, it holds that
x is a T -semishape ⇐⇒ x ∈M .
In particular, if M is expressed as M = {(x1,i, . . . , xr,i) : 1 ≤ i ≤ m}, then M is
r-colored T -free if the equivalence
(x1,i1 , . . . , xr,ir) is a T -semishape ⇐⇒ i1 = · · · = ir
holds true. In this case, each element (x1,i, . . . , xr,i) in M can be regarded as an ‘r-colored
singleton semishape’. If X1 = · · · = Xr, then r-colored T -freeness is equivalent to strong
T -freeness defined in Definition 2.2.
We may obtain the following result. It implies Theorem A from the reasoning above;
nevertheless, we can see it as a corollary to the proofs of (Proposition 4.1 and) Theorem A.
Recall from Definition 2.6 the definition of C˜(r1,r2,L,m)(d).
Corollary C (Upper bounds for the multicolored version). Let T be a balanced and
irreducible system of L Fp-equations in r variables. Let (r1, r2, L) be the parameters of
T . Assume that they satisfy ‘inequality (⋆)’. Let X1, . . . ,Xr ⊆ Fnp satisfy #X1 = · · · =
#Xr = s ∈ N. Assume that M ⊆ X1 × · · · ×Xr is r-colored T -free. Then, we have that
s ≤ (C˜(r1,r2,L,mT )(p))n.
Proof. Consider the following polynomial F : [s]r → Fp:
F (i1, i2 . . . , ir) :=
L∏
l=1
(
n∏
k=1
(
1− (a(l)1 x1,i1,k + a(l)2 x2,i2,k + · · · + a(l)r xr,ir ,k)p−1
))
.
Here we express xj,ij as xj,ij = (xj,ij ,1, xj,ij ,2, . . . , xj,ij ,n). Then the slice rank method as
in the proof of Proposition 4.1 applies to this F ; it provides that s ≤ r(C˜(r1,r2,L,mT )(p))n.
The power trick enables us to drop r in the right-hand side of the inequality above. 
As we mentioned in the Introduction, Corollary C will be employed in the proof of
Theorem B; compare with [Sau19, Theorem 2.2].
Remark 4.3. Here we give more precise estimates of the conclusion of Corollary C in the
case where T = SW(p), for we will utilize them in Theorem B. Let p ≥
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parameters of T = SW(p) are (r1, r2, L,mT ) = (3, 2, 2, 2). Hence, we can set, as stated in
Theorem B,
CW(p) = C˜(3,2,2,2)(p) (= inf{max{Λ1,α,p−1,Λ2,β,p−1} : 3α+ 2β = 2, α, β ≥ 0}).
First, we will observe for all p ≥ 3, it holds that 1
p
CW(p) < 1. Let α1 =
1.9
3.85 and
β1 =
1
3.85 . Then, CW(p) ≤ max{Λ1,α1,p−1,Λ2,β1,p−1}. Since α1 < 12 , Lemma 3.4(1) implies
that 1
p
Λ1,α1,p−1 < 1. In what follows, we examine for which p, Λ2,β1,p−1 < p holds. In a
similar argument to one in the proof of Lemma 3.4(2), we have that for every p ≥ 5,
Λ2,β1,p−1
p
≤ 1
3.85
(
1− 3.85
p
)− p
3.85
.
Note that for x > 1, the function x 7→ (1− 1
x
)−x
is decreasing. Since
(
1− 3.8511
)− 11
3.85 =
3.42 . . . < 3.85, the inequality above implies that for p ≥ 11, 1
p
CW(p) < 1. For p = 3, 5
and 7, numerical computations show that 1
p
CW(p) are, respectively, at most 0.994, 0.987
and 0.983. Hence, we conclude that for all prime p ≥ 3, it holds that 1
p
CW(p) < 1.
Secondly, we will see that for sufficiently large p, it holds that 1
p
CW(p) < 0.97. This time
we set α2 = 0.428 and β2 = 0.358. Then, we have that CW(p) ≤ max{Λ1,α2,p−1,Λ2,β2,p−1}.
By setting u2 = 1 − 0.874964p and v2 = 1 − 2.72792p , we obtain by numerical computation
that
lim
p→∞
G1,α2,p−1(u2)
p
= 0.969185 . . . , and lim
p→∞
G2,β2,p−1(v2)
p
= 0.969258 . . . .
Therefore, we have that for sufficiently large p,
CW(p)
p
< 0.97 (< (0.985)2).
5. Dominant reduction and lower bounds of exS(n, p)
In this section, we provide an lower bound of exS(n, p) under certain conditions in terms
of the dominant property of Z-equations. Recall from the Introduction that for every
p ≥ 3 and every n ∈ N, we have exSW(n, p) = 1. Here SW is the system of Z-equations
representing a ‘W shape’. Hence, in this case, the upper bound given by Theorem A itself
is by no means reasonable.
5.1. Proof of Theorem 2.9. Recall from Definition 2.8 the definition for a (balanced)
Z-equation b1x1 + b2x2 + · · · + brxr = 0 to be dominant. Note that this notion uses the
natural total order (Z,≥); hence in this section we mainly discuss systems of Z-equations,
and later take mod p reductions to obtain systems of Fp-equations.
Definition 5.1 (Standard form of a dominant equation). Let b1x1+ b2x2+ · · ·+ brxr = 0
be a balanced and dominant Z-equation. Then we may rewrite the equation above, only
by transposition of terms, as that of the form
b′jxj =
∑
i∈[r]\{j}
b′ixi, where, b
′
j =
∑
i∈[r]\{j}
b′i.
Here b′j > 0, for all i ∈ [r], b′i ≥ 0, and b′j =
∑
i∈[r]\{j} b
′
i. It is called a standard form of
the dominant equation.
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To see the assertion in Definition 5.1, let j be a dominant index. Then b′j := bj and for
i ∈ [r] \ {j}, b′i := −bi works if bj > 0. If bj < 0, then multiply (−1) to all coefficients
above. The value b′j in the standard form above coincides with the dominant coefficient
of the original Z-equation. A standard from is uniquely determined unless the original
equation is of the form bxi − bxj = 0, where b ∈ N and {i, j} ∈
([r]
2
)
.
Example 5.2. (1) Consider the system (SW) of Z-equations. The first equation x1 − x2 −
x3+x4 = 0 is not dominant. The second equation x1− 2x3+x5 = 0 is dominant, and
the standard form is 2x3 = x1 + x5. Its dominant index is 3 and dominant coefficient
is 2. This system SW is irreducible but not dominant.
(2) Consider the following system of Z-equations in 7 variables:
(S2)


x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 − 4x5 = 0,
x1 + x2 − x5 − x6 = 0,
x1 − 2x6 + x7 = 0.
The first and the third equations are both dominant; their dominant coefficients are
respectively 4 and 2. The second equation is not dominant. However, the subsystem
consisting of the first and the third equations:
(S ′2)
{
x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 − 4x5 = 0,
x1 − 2x6 + x7 = 0.
is a dominant and irreducible. (Recall the definition of irreducibility of a subsystem
from Section 2.) The dominant coefficient bS′2 of the subsystem S ′2 equals 4.
The proof of Theorem 2.9 will go along a similar line to one in the work of (Behrend
[Beh46] and) Alon [FP17, Lemma 17, Corollary 18]. The key here is strict convexity of
Euclidean norms (strict convexity of the unit sphere in Euclidean spaces).
Proposition 5.3. Let k ≥ 1. Consider a balanced system (S) of Z-equations

b
(1)
1 x1 + b
(1)
2 x2 + b
(1)
3 x3 + · · ·+ b(1)r xr = 0,
b
(2)
1 x1 + b
(2)
2 x2 + b
(2)
3 x3 + · · ·+ b(2)r xr = 0,
...
b
(L)
1 x1 + b
(L)
2 x2 + b
(L)
3 x3 + · · · + b(L)r xr = 0,
that is dominant and irreducible.
Then for every n ≥ 2, there exists Y ⊆ {0, 1, . . . , k}n(⊆ Zn) that fulfills the following
two conditions:
(a) #Y ≥ (k+1)n
nk2
.
(b) All solutions (y1, y2, . . . , yr) of S in Y satisfy that y1 = y2 = · · · = yr. (In other
word, Y is ‘strongly S-free’, if we extend the definition of strong freeness to a system
of Z-equations.)
Proof. Via Z ⊆ R, we regard each y ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k}n \ {(0, 0, . . . , 0), (k, k, . . . , k)} as an
element in (Rn, ‖ · ‖2), where ‖ · ‖2 denotes the Euclidean norm. There are (k + 1)n − 2
elements of this form; the possible values of the square of the Euclidean norms of them
lie in [1, (n − 1)k2 + (k − 1)2] ∩ Z. By pigeon hole principle, there exists R ∈ R>0 such
that at least (k+1)
n−2
(n−1)k2+(k−1)2
elements in {0, 1, . . . , k}n \ {(0, 0, . . . , 0), (k, k, . . . , k)} are on
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the sphere {y ∈ Rn : ‖y‖2 = R} of radius R centered at the origin. Fix such an R, and set
Y = {y ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k}n : ‖y‖2 = R}.
We claim that this Y fulfills the two conditions (a) and (b) above. For (a), by construc-
tion,
#Y ≥ (k + 1)
n − 2
(n− 1)k2 + (k − 1)2
≥ (k + 1)
n
nk2
,
for k ≥ 1 and n ≥ 2.
In what follows, we confirm (b). We consider a single Z-equation in S; it is of the form
b
(l)
1 x1 + b
(l)
2 x2 + b
(l)
3 x3 + · · · + b(l)r xr = 0 with l ∈ [L]. By assumption, this equation is
dominant. Let j(l) ∈ [r] be a dominant index of it. Then by standard form, a solution
(y1, y2, . . . , yr) satisfies that
b
(l)
j(l)
′yj(l) =
∑
i∈[r]\{j(l)}
b
(l)
i
′yi.
By dividing the equality above by b
(l)
j(l)
′R(> 0), we have that
yj(l)
R
=
∑
i∈[r]\{j(l)}
b
(l)
i
′
b
(l)
j(l)
′
· yi
R
.
We claim that for every i ∈ el, it holds that yi = yj(l). Here el is the edge indexed by l in
the hypergraph HS , defined in Definition 2.3. Indeed, if there exists i ∈ [r] \ {j(l)} such
that b
(l)
i
′ = b
(l)
j(l)
′, then the claim above follows because for all h ∈ [r] \ {i, j(l)}, b(l)h ′ = 0.
Otherwise, observe that each yi
R
, i ∈ [r], is on the unit sphere and that the right-hand side
of the equality above is a convex combination of such vectors with non-trivial coefficients.
By strict convexity of the Euclidean norm ‖ · ‖2, we then conclude for every i ∈ el that
yi = yj(l). See [Cio90] for more details on convexity of norms of real normed spaces.
Since S is assumed to be irreducible, it follows that y1 = y2 = · · · = yr. Indeed, for
every {i1, i2} ∈
([r]
2
)
, we can construct a sequence of vertices that connects i1 and i2 in
HS ; see Definition 2.3(2). Therefore, Y ⊆ {0, 1, . . . , k}n also satisfies (b). 
Proof of Theorem 2.9. Given a system S of Z-equations, take a subsystem S ′ that is dom-
inant and irreducible by assumption. Then it holds that exS(n, p) ≥ exS′(n, p), where S ′ is
viewed as a system of equations in the original r variables. Hence, we may assume S ′ = S
to prove Theorem 2.9; we simply write bS for bS′ .
Fix a prime p with p > bS . Let k =
⌊
p−1
bS
⌋
. Recall that we define S(p) as the system of
Fp-equations obtained by mod p reduction of S. We claim the following: There is a one-
to-one correspondence between S(p)-semishapes in X ⊆ {0, 1, . . . , k}(⊆ Fnp ) and solutions
of S in X ⊆ {0, 1, . . . , k} ⊆ Zn,
(Fnp ⊇){0, 1, . . . , k}n ∋ (x1, x2, . . . , xr) ←→ (y1, y2, . . . , yr) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k}n(⊆ Zn).
Indeed, observe that kbS ≤ p − 1. In general, there will be degeneration of information
by the process of mod p reduction. However, by viewing dominant Z-equations as their
standard forms, we see that this degeneracy does not occur in the setting above.
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Hence by mod p reduction of the construction of Y in Proposition 5.3, we have that
exS(n, p) ≥ (k + 1)
n
nk2
.
Note that for every ǫ > 0, there exists n′0 = n
′
0(k, ǫ) such that for all n ≥ n′0, it holds that
(k + 1)n
nk2
≥ {(1 − ǫ)(k + 1)}n.
It completes the proof of the former assertion of Theorem 2.9. Here, note that since k
depends on p, n′0(k, ǫ) can be seen as n0(p, ǫ).
Finally, we prove the latter assertion of Theorem 2.9. Since p > bS ≥ 2 and since p is
prime, p
bS
6∈ Z. It implies that
k + 1 >
p
bS
.
Hence, by choosing ǫ = ǫ(p) sufficiently small depending on p we have that
(1− ǫ(p))(k + 1) > p
bS
.
Then, the former assertion implies the latter for n sufficiently large depending on p. More
precisely, for the ǫ(p) above, every n with n ≥ n0(p, ǫ(p)) works. 
Concerning lower bounds of ex♯S(n, p), we have the following.
Theorem 5.4 (Lower bounds of ex♯S(n, p)). Let S be a balanced system of Z-equations.
Assume that there exists an equation belonging to S that is dominant; let b be the dominant
coefficient of it. If b ≥ 2, then for every prime p with p > b the following holds true: There
exists n0 = n0(p) such that for every n ≥ n0(p), we have
ex♯S(n, p) ≥
(p
b
)n
.
Proof. Let r′ be the number of non-zero coefficients in the dominant equation of S. Let
S ′′ be a system of equation(s), viewed as one in r′ variables consisting of the dominant
equation only. Then, we have ex♯S(n, p) ≥ ex♯S′′(n, p). By construction, S ′′ is dominant
and irreducible. The latter assertion of Theorem 2.9 ends our proof. 
Remark 5.5. Consider the system (SW) of Z-equations. As we argued in the Introduction,
exSW(n, p) = 1. On the other hand, for p ≥ 3 and for sufficiently large n, depending on p,
we have that
ex♯SW(n, p) ≥
(p
2
)n
.
Indeed, the equation x1 − 2x3 + x5 = 0 belonging to SW is dominant, and its dominant
coefficient is 2. The lower bound above now follows from Theorem 5.4.
5.2. Dominant reduction. In this subsection, we introduce a ‘reduction’ operation on
a system of Z-equations. This process is stated in terms of the dominant property. In
this paper, we call the process a dominant reduction. First we describe it by supplying an
example, and then we will explain the formulation in a general setting.
Consider the following example of a system of Z-equations in 6 variables
(S3)


x1 − x2 − x3 + x4 = 0,
x2 − x3 − x4 + x5 = 0,
x1 − 2x2 + x6 = 0.
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Since there exists no subsystem of S3 that is dominant and irreducible, Theorem 2.9 does
not directly apply to S3. In what follows, we will observe that nevertheless, a certain
argument employing strict convexity, similar to one in Proposition 5.3, works for this
system S3.
Lemma 5.6 (Example of dominant reductions). Assume that Y ⊆ Zn is included in some
sphere in (Rn, ‖ · ‖2) centered at the origin. Then if (x1, x2, . . . , x6) is a solution of (S3)
in Y , then x1 = x2 = · · · = x6.
Proof. First, observe that the third equation in S3, x1 − 2x2 + x6 = 0, is dominant. In
an argument utilizing strict convexity, we have that in Y , x1 − 2x2 + x6 = 0 is equivalent
to the equations x1 = x2 = x6. Hence, if we view S3 as a system of equations on Y , it is
equivalent to the following system of equations:

x1 − x2 − x3 + x4 = 0,
x2 − x3 − x4 + x5 = 0,
x1 = x2 = x6.
This observation is the key to the present proof.
In the system above, we may ‘reduce’ three variables x1, x2, x6 to one variable; we write
x{1,2,6} for it. Then, on Y , the original system S may be reduced to the following system
of two equations in 4 variables x{1,2,6}, x3, x4, x5:
(S(1)3 )
{ −x3 + x4 = 0,
x{1,2,6} − x3 − x4 + x5 = 0.
Now, in S(1)3 , the first equation −x3 + x4 = 0 is dominant; we have that x3 = x4. This
time, reduce x3 and x4 to one variable x{3,4}. Then, S(1)3 is reduced to the following
(system of) equation in 3 variables x{1,2,6}, x{3,4}, x5:
(S(2)3 ) x{1,2,6} − 2x{3,4} + x5 = 0.
Unlike S3 and S(1)3 , this system S(2)3 is dominant and irreducible as that of an equation
in 3 variables x{1,2,6}, x{3,4}, x5. Therefore, Proposition 5.3 applies to S(2)3 ; we obtain
that x{1,2,6} = x{3,4} = x5. Since we reduce variables as x{1,2,6} = x1 = x2 = x6 and
x{3,4} = x3 = x4, on Y , we have that x1 = x2 = x3 = x4 = x5 = x6. 
By Lemma 5.6, we may have the following lower bound of exS3(n, p) in a similar ar-
gument to one in the proof of Theorem 2.9: For prime p ≥ 3 and for sufficiently large n
depending on p, it holds that
exS3(n, p) ≥
(p
2
)n
.
To formalize the argument in the proof of Lemma 5.6, we define the operation of a
dominant reduction as follows. Recall from Definition 2.3 that for the hypergraph HS =
(JS ,HS), we have the concept of connected components of JS in the standard sense. See
also Example 2.5.
Definition 5.7 (Dominant reduction). Let S be a balanced system of Z-equations in r
variables x1, . . . , xr. Assume that S admits a subsystem S ′ that is dominant. Then we
define an operation of a dominant reduction as follows, which reduce the system S in r
variables to a new system S(1) = S(1)S′ of Z-equations in strictly fewer numbers of variables.
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• [Reduction of variables] We define the variables of S(1) in the following manner:
Let HS′ = (JS′ ,HS′) be the hypergraph associated with S ′. If i ∈ [r] \ JS′ , then
we keep the variable xi in the new system. For i ∈ [r] with i ∈ JS′ , we reduce all
variables xj, where j and i belong to the same connected component, to a single
variable xK . Here K is the connected component of JS′ in HS′ that contains i.
In this process, the number of variables reduce from r by #JS′ − c(HS′). Here,
c(HS′) denotes the number of connected components in HS′ .
• [Reduction of equations] We define the equations in the system S(1) as follows: For
each equation belonging to S, we keep the term in the variable xi if i ∈ [r] \ JS′ .
For each connected component K of JS′ in HS′ , we replace xi for every i ∈ K with
the new variable xK . If we obtain the trivial equation ‘0 = 0’ after this reduction
process, then we remove that equation from the new system.
We write S d S′ S(1) if S(1) is obtained by dominant reduction of S with respect to S ′.
If we do not specify S ′, then we simply write S d S(1).
If S admits a subsystem S ′ that is dominant and irreducible, then the resulting new
system after the dominant reduction with respect to S ′ is ∅(1), which denotes the empty
system of equations in one variable.
The following theorem is a refinement of Theorem 2.9. We may prove it by generalizing
the arguments of the proofs of Proposition 5.3 and Theorem 2.9; compare with the proof
of Lemma 5.6.
Theorem D (Dominant reduction and lower bounds of exS(n, p)). Let S be a dominant
irreducible system of Z-equations. Assume that S admits a sequence of dominant reduc-
tions that terminates with ∅(1):
S = S(0) d S(1) d S(2) d · · · d S(k) d ∅(1).
Let b˜ be the maximum of the dominant coefficients of the dominant subsystems, which are
used in the sequence above of dominant reductions.
Then for every prime p > b˜, we have the following: For every ǫ > 0, there exists
n0 = n0(p, ǫ) such that for every n ≥ n0(p, ǫ), it holds that
exS(n, p) ≥
(
(1− ǫ)
⌊
p+ b˜− 1
b˜
⌋)n
.
Theorem 2.9 is a special case of Theorem D where k = 0.
6. Proof of Theorem B
As we emphasized in the Introduction, in general, it is much more difficult to bound
ex♯T (n) from above than to bound exT (n) from above. Very recently, Sauermann [Sau19]
has introduced a new method to address a problem of this type; she has obtained the
following result for the system of Fp-equations in p variables:
(Tp,zerosum) x1 + x2 + · · ·+ xp = 0.
Theorem 6.1 ([Sau19]). For n ∈ N, let P (n) denotes the number of partitions of n.
Then, for every prime p ≥ 5, it holds that
ex♯Tp,zerosum(n) ≤ 2p2P (p)
(√
Λ1, 1
p
,p−1 · p
)n
(≤ 2p2P (p)(2√p)n).
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Her motivation of Theorem 6.1 is to provide a new upper bound of the Erdo˝s–Ginzburg–
Ziv constant s(Fnp ); Sauermann [Sau19, Corollary 1.2] deduced the best known bound of
it, without the assumption of ‘property D’, from Theorem 6.1. See [FS18] for historical
developments of the known bounds of the Erdo˝s–Ginzburg–Ziv constants.
Sauermann’s method may be extended to obtain an upper bound of ex♯T (n) if T is a
(system of a) single Fp-equation. At the present, there may be a gap to extend it for
a general system T ; the key lemma [Sau19, Lemma 3.1] to her argument will not be
modified in the full generality. Compare with Problem 7.2. In this section, we will see
that for SW(p) (‘W shapes’ with coefficients in Fp), this modification is possible. We
will demonstrate Theorem B; then in Remark 6.6, we describe new points appearing in
adaptation of Sauermann’s argument in our setting.
The key difference between our proof of Theorem B and Sauermann’s original argument
in [Sau19] is the following: The strategy of our proof is to focus on a ‘certain shape’ in
the concerning set A ⊆ Fnp . Then we divide the proof into the following two cases. If
there exists a disjoint collection of large size of such ‘shapes’, then we follow Sauermann’s
argument [Sau19]; see the definition of the disjointness here below. Otherwise, consider
the collection of the maximal size of such ‘shapes’, and remove all points appearing in that
collection from A. Then, the resulting subset of A does not admit such ‘shapes’ ; thus, we
are now ready to employ a result on an upper bound of the size of weakly-free subsets with
respect to that ‘shape’. See Remark 6.6 for backgrounds of this strategy.
In the proof of Theorem B, the ‘shape’ on which we cast a spotlight is a non-degenerate
3-AP. For the (system of an) Z-equality
(S3AP) x1 − 2x2 + x3 = 0,
the work of Ellenberg–Gijswijt [EG17], mentioned in the Introduction, states that for
p ≥ 3, exS3AP(n, p) ≤ (Λ1, 1
3
,p−1)
n. Since for every p ≥ 3, strong S3AP(p) freeness and weak
S3AP(p)-freeness are equivalent, it follows that
ex♯S3AP(n, p) ≤ (Λ1, 13 ,p−1)
n;
we employ this estimate in the proof of Theorem B.
In this section, we concentrate on the system (SW) of two equations with r = 5, and
the mod p reduction SW(p) of it for p ≥ 3. In what follows, we call SW(p)-semishape and
SW(p)-shape, respectively, simply semishapes and shapes. (Semishapes are called ‘cycles’
in [Sau19] in her setting.)
Let X1,X2,X3,X4,X5 ⊆ Fnp . Following [Sau19], for {i, j} ∈
([5]
2
)
, we define the (i, j)-
extendability.
Definition 6.2 ([Sau19]). For x ∈ Xi and for y ∈ Xj, we say that (x, y) is (i, j)-extendable
in X1 ×X2 ×X3 ×X4 × X5 if there exists a semishape (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) in X1 ×X2 ×
X3 ×X4 ×X5 such that xi = x and xj = y.
We call such a semishape a semishape in X1 × · · · ×X5 (i, j)-extended from (x, y).
We say that two semishapes (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) and (x
′
1, x
′
2, x
′
3, x
′
4, x
′
5) are disjoint if the
two sets of points in the shapes are disjoint, namely, {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5}∩{x′1, x′2, x′3, x′4, x′5} =
∅. We define disjointness of k-APs for k ≥ 3 in a similar manner to one above. For a
semishape (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) and for i ∈ [5], we call xi the i-th term of the semishape.
Proof of Theorem B. Throughout the proof, fix a prime p ≥ 3. As we see later, in the
proof, we will employ Corollary C for the system SW(p) to deal with Case 2 below.
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The complete list of point-configurations of degenerate (SW(p)-)semishapes is the fol-
lowing. Here by the point-configuration of a semishape, we mean the set of disjoint points,
without multiplicities or labellings.
• One non-degenerate 4-AP (x, y, z, w): with labellings, there are two possibilities,
(x1, x3, x2 = x5, x4) and (x2, x1 = x4, x3, x5).
• One non-degenerate 3-AP (x, y, z): with labellings, there are two possibilities,
(x1 = x2, x3 = x4, x5) and (x1, x2 = x3, x4 = x5).
• Two distinct points (x, y): with labellings, it is of the form (x1 = x3 = x5, x2 = x4).
• One point x1 = x2 = x3 = x4 = x5.
Note that if there exists a non-degenerate 4-AP in A, then we, in particular, have a
non-degenerate 3-AP in A.
Take A ⊆ Fnp that is weakly SW(p)-free. Set t :=
⌈
2
7#A
⌉ ∈ N. We divide our proof into
the following two cases.
Case 1. There do not exist t disjoint non-degenerate 3-APs in A.
Case 2. There does exist t disjoint non-degenerate 3-APs in A.
Case 1. In this case, pick a collection of non-degenerate disjoint 3-APs in A of the
maximal size; remove all points appearing in this collection from A. Write A′ for the
resulting subset of A. Observe that we have
#A′ ≥ #A− 3(t− 1) ≥ #A
7
.
The key to the proof for Case 1 is the following: By construction, the A′ above is weakly
S3AP(p)-free. Hence, by the aforementioned work of Ellenberg–Gijswijt on ex♯S3AP(n, p),
we obtain that
#A′ ≤ (Λ1, 1
3
,p−1)
n.
Therefore, in Case 1, we have that
#A ≤ 7(Λ1, 1
3
,p−1)
n.
Case 2. Pick a collection of size t of disjoint non-degenerate 3-APs in A. Observe that for
each non-degenerate 3-AP (a, a′, a′′) (forming a 3-AP in this order) in A, (a, a, a′, a′, a′′)
is a semishape in A. Hence, we define the following set of disjoint semishapes in A:
M = {(a, a, a′, a′, a′′) : (a, a′, a′′) is a non-degenerated 3-AP picked in the collection}.
By construction, #M = t holds. For each i ∈ [5], define Xi as the set of the i-th terms of
the semishapes in M . By disjointness, we have the following:
• #X1 = #X2 = #X3 = #X4 = #X5 = t,
• X1 = X2 and X3 = X4,
• Three subsets X1(= X2), X3(= X4) and X5 of A are pairwise disjoint.
Set X˜ := X1 ×X2 ×X3 ×X4 ×X5. The following two lemmas, specially Lemma 6.4, are
the key to the proof for Case 2.
Lemma 6.3. Every semishape (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) in X˜ satisfies that x1 = x2 and that
x3 = x4.
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that a semishape (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) in X˜ satisfies x1 6=
x2. Since A is weakly SW(p)-free, every semishape in X˜ must be degenerate. By the
classification of degenerate shapes, stated at the beginning of the present proof, it must
satisfy x2 = x3, x2 = x5, x1 = x4 or x1 = x3 = x5. If x2 = x3, then it contradicts
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X2 ∩ X3 = ∅. Similarly, we may draw a contradiction in every option above; hence
x1 = x2. We also conclude that x3 = x4 in a similar manner. 
Define the subset B of X1 ×X3 by
B := {(x, y) ∈ X1 ×X3 : (x, y) is (1, 3)-extendable in X˜}.
Lemma 6.4 (Key lemma to the proof). For (x, y) 6= (x′, y′) in B, we have that
x− y 6= x′ − y′.
In particular, it holds that #B ≤ pn.
Proof. First, we prove the former assertion. Suppose, to the contrary, that x− y = x′− y′
and (x, y) 6= (x′, y′) are in B. Then it follows that x 6= x′ and y 6= y′. A semishape in X˜
(1, 3)-extended from (x, y) is of the from (x, x, y, y, 2y − x); similarly that from (x′, y′) is
of the from (x′, x′, y′, y′, 2y′ − x′). The key observation here is that then
(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) := (x
′, x, y′, y, 2y′ − x′) ∈ X˜
is a semishape in X˜ with x1 6= x2. It contradicts Lemma 6.3. See figure 2 for a geometric
meaning of this construction.
1
2
3
4
5
1′
2′
3′
4′
5′
Figure 2. Extracting an SW-semishape
Secondly, we deduce the latter assertion. It immediately follows because the map B ∋
(x, y) 7→ x− y ∈ Fnp is injective by the former assertion. 
The following lemma enables us to find a subset M ′ of M of not too small size that is
5-colored SW(p)-free; recall Definition 4.2.
Lemma 6.5. There exists a subset M ′ ⊆M of M that satisfies the following:
• #M ′ ≥ t24pn ,
• M ′ is 5-colored SW(p)-free.
Proof. First, we explain the idea, originated in [Sau19], to construct M ′. Find ‘many’
x ∈ X1 such that for j ∈ {3, 4, 5}, ‘not too many’ y ∈ Xj satisfies that (x, y) is (1, j)-
extandable in X˜ . By Lemma 6.3, a semishape in X˜ is completely determined by the pair
(x1, x3). Hence, in the idea above, we only need to discuss the case where j = 3.
Now we proceed to the precise argument. Set
X1,bad :=
{
x ∈ X1 : #{y ∈ X3 : (x, y) ∈ B} ≥ 2p
n
t
}
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and X1,good := X1 \X1,bad. From the view point of the idea described above, points x in
X1,good may be considered as ‘good’ points. Then, by Lemma 6.4, we have that
#X1,bad ≤ p
n
2pn
t
≤ t
2
.
Hence, we obtain that #X1,good = #X1−#X1,bad ≥ t2 . Run the following algorithm with
initially setting M ′ := ∅:
(I) Pick x ∈ X1,good. Add to M ′ the semishape in M whose first term is x.
(II) For the element x chosen in (I), consider all y ∈ X3 with (x, y) ∈ B. For each such
y, remove from X1,good the first term (if it was still in X1,good) of the semishape
in M whose third term is y.
If X1,good = ∅ after the procedure above, then halt. Otherwise, return to (I).
Note that x itself as in (I) is removed from X1,good in (II). By construction of the original
X1,good, in (II), there are at most
2pn
t
points which are removed from X1,good. Therefore,
the flow ‘(I) and (II)’ may be repeated for at least
t
2
2pn
t
=
t2
4pn
times. Hence the resulting M ′ satisfies that #M ′ ≥ t24pn .
In what follows, we will prove that M ′ above is 5-colored SW(p)-free. Here we change
the indices and express M ′ as
M ′ = {(x1,i, x2,i, x3,i, x4,i, x5,i) : 1 ≤ i ≤ #M ′}.
For each j ∈ [5], define X ′j ⊆ Xj as the set of the j-th terms of semishapes in M ′. Set
X˜ ′ := X ′1×X ′2×X ′3×X ′4×X ′5. By construction ofM ′, it follows that (x1,i, x3,j) ∈ X ′1×X ′3 is
(1, 3)-extendable in X˜ ′ if and only if i = j. Suppose now that (x1,i1 , x2,i2 , x3,i3 , x4,i4 , x5,i5)
is a semishape in X˜ ′. Then Lemma 6.3 implies that x1,i1 = x2,i2 and x3,i3 = x4,i4 . Since
M ′ is a collection of disjoint semishapes, it follows that i1 = i2 and i3 = i4. Moreover, the
argument above shows that i1 = i3. Since x1,i1−2x3,i3+x5,i5 = 0, we have that x5,i5 = x5,i1 ;
by disjointness, it implies that i5 = i1. Therefore, we conclude that i1 = i2 = i3 = i4 = i5,
as desired. 
Apply Corollary C, with respect to the system SW(p), to this M ′. Then by using the
constant CW(p) as in Theorem B, we have that(
t2
4pn
≤
)
#M ′ ≤ CW(p)n.
Hence, we obtain that t ≤ 2
(√
CW(p) · p
)n
. Recall that t =
⌈
2
7#A
⌉
. Therefore, in Case 2,
we conclude that
#A ≤ 7
(√
CW(p) · p
)n
.
Let us unify these two cases to close up our proof. Note that Λ1, 1
3
,p−1 < CW(p). Indeed,
if α, β ≥ 0 satisfy 3α + 2β = 2, then max{α, β} ≥ 25 > 13 . (Note also that Λm,α,p−1 is
strictly increasing both in m and α.) Hence, we conclude that in both cases, the inequality
#A ≤ 7
(√
CW(p) · p
)n
holds true. It complete the proof. 
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Recall that in Remark 4.3, we show that for every p ≥ 3, it holds that CW(p) < p.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The estimate from above immediately follows from Theorem B and
Remark 4.3. If n is sufficiently large depending on p, the estimate from below is obtained
from Remark 5.5. 
Remark 6.6. Here we describe main differences between the argument in the original
paper [Sau19] on ex♯Tp,zerosum(n) and one in our proof on ex
♯
SW
(n, p). More precisely, we
explain backgrounds of our strategy to focus on a non-degenerate 3-AP; recall the argument
at the beginning of this section. There is a gap for a straightforward application of
Sauermann’s original argument to nour case, which we describe below. In our case, we may
not obtain a similar result to Lemma 6.4, which is an adaptation of [Sau19, Lemma 3.1],
for a certain type of semishapes. More precisely, this issue occurs if the point-configuration
of the semishape is a distinct two points. Namely, if the semishape is of the form (x1 =
x3 = x5, x2 = x4), where x1 6= x2. Indeed, let (x, y, x, y, x) and (x′, y′, x′, y′, x′) be two
semishapes obtained by (1, 2)-extensions. Our task in this case is to construct another
semishape (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) out of the two semishapes above that violates x1 = x3 = x5.
However, it is totally impossible. Indeed, at least two of x1, x3 and x5 must coincide,
then all of them must be the same. Hence, an argument relying on a variant of [Sau19,
Lemma 3.1] breaks down in this case.
Nevertheless, we have completed our proof of Theorem B; the trick here is to put
the annoying case above into Case 1. Case 1 in the proof is treated all at once by the
aforementioned upper bound of Ellenberg–Gijswijt of non-degenerate 3-AP-free sets. Thus
we have bypassed a variant of Lemma 6.4 for the problematic case above. Furthermore,
we obtain the mltiplicative constant part ‘7’ in Theorem B, which is good. We do it by
putting the case where there exists a collection of large size of disjoint non-degenerate
4-APs into Case 2. If we treat that case separately from Case 2, then we would obtain
‘15’ instead of ‘7’.
In our short paper [MT19], we also study another system of equations
(S∗k)


x1 + x2 − 2x2k+1 = 0,
x3 + x4 − 2x2k+1 = 0,
x5 + x6 − 2x2k+1 = 0,
...
x2k−1 + x2k − 2x2k+1 = 0.
and provides an upper bound of ex♯S∗k
(n, p). (An S∗k(p)-shape consists of k 3-APs, sharing
the middle term, such that all 2k+1 terms are distinct; it represents a ‘k-star shape’.) In
that case, we focus on an S∗k−1(p)-shape, instead of a non-degenerate 3-AP, and argue in
an induction on k ≥ 1.
By extracting a part of the proof of Theorem B, we obtain an upper bound of ‘weakly
‘parallelogram-free’ sets. We leave the proof to the reader.
Corollary 6.7 (Avoiding a parallelogram). Consider the following Z-equation
(SP ) x1 − x2 − x3 + x4 = 0.
Then, for every prime p ≥ 3 and for every n ∈ N, we have that
ex♯SP (n, p) ≤ 7
(√
Λ1, 1
4
,p−1 · p
)n
.
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7. Further problems
Problem 7.1. Fix a balanced and irreducible system S of Z-equations and (sufficiently
large) prime p. Is there any procedure to replace S with another system S˜ in the same
variables such that S˜ ‘behaves better’ than S from the aspect of our paper and that S(p)-
semishapes coincide with S˜-semishapes?
For instance, consider the following system of Z-equations:
(SPP )
{
x1 − x2 − x3 + x4 = 0,
x2 − x3 − x4 + x5 = 0.
It represents ‘two overlapping parallelograms’. We may see that for every p ≥ 3, SPP (p)-
semishapes coincide with SW (p)-semishapes. Hence, for every p ≥ 3 and n, we have
that
ex♯SPP (n, p) = ex
♯
SW
(n, p).
However, the system SPP ‘behaves worse’ than SW from the view point of the current
paper. For instance, the parameters of SPP are (r1, r2, L) = (2, 3, 2), and it gives a worse
bound if we apply Theorem A, compared with (r1, r2, L) = (3, 2, 2) for the system SW.
Moreover, the system SPP does not admit any dominant subsystem. Hence we are unable
to apply dominant reductions directly to SPP ; hence it is, at the first glance, unclear how
to obtain a non-trivial lower bound of ex♯SPP (n, p).
We provide another example. Recall the system (S3) from Lemma 5.6. For every p ≥ 3,
the following system gives the same semishapes:

x1 − 2x2 + x6 = 0,
x1 − 2x3 + x5 = 0,
−2x4 + x5 + x6 = 0.
This system itself is dominant and irreducible; we do not need repeat dominant reductions
for several times for it. From this aspect, the system above ‘behaves better’ than S3.
We note that Problem 7.1 is visible only after we extend the framework from a single
equation to a system of equations.
Problem 7.2. Find more systems T of Fp-equations for which variants of the argument
of Sauermann [Sau19] applies to obtain non-trivial upper bounds of ex♯T (n).
As we discussed in Remark 6.6, the main difficulty here is extending the key lemma
[Sau19, Lemma 3.1].
In the original paper [Sau19], she considers extendability for a pair (x, y). If we can
extend the framework to one for a triple (x, y, z) with providing a non-trivial upper bound
of ex♯, then we may provide broader classes of systems for Problem 7.2.
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